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1 Introduction 

This document describes the Innovantage recruitment
software and then providing the requirements for the use case centric aspect of the CUBIST project.

There is a brief discussion on the Insight 3.0 architecture on section 2. Section 3 describes the 
personas in the context of Insight, who will be benefited by the CUBIST developments. Section 4 
details common user operations in Insight and results of those operations, presenting 
shots. Section 5 presents a common utilization scenario for different personas in the current situation 
and how it would change once the CUBIST modifications are implemented. Section 6 lists the formal 
requirement for the Innovantage usecase, u
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 http://login.innovantage.co.uk/insight/
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Innovantage recruitment use case, mainly expanding
the requirements for the use case centric aspect of the CUBIST project.

ion on the Insight 3.0 architecture on section 2. Section 3 describes the 
personas in the context of Insight, who will be benefited by the CUBIST developments. Section 4 
details common user operations in Insight and results of those operations, presenting 
shots. Section 5 presents a common utilization scenario for different personas in the current situation 
and how it would change once the CUBIST modifications are implemented. Section 6 lists the formal 
requirement for the Innovantage usecase, using modified Volere template, adapted for CUBIST. 

http://login.innovantage.co.uk/insight/ 
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mainly expanding on the Insight 3.0
1
 

the requirements for the use case centric aspect of the CUBIST project.  

ion on the Insight 3.0 architecture on section 2. Section 3 describes the 
personas in the context of Insight, who will be benefited by the CUBIST developments. Section 4 
details common user operations in Insight and results of those operations, presenting many screen 
shots. Section 5 presents a common utilization scenario for different personas in the current situation 
and how it would change once the CUBIST modifications are implemented. Section 6 lists the formal 

sing modified Volere template, adapted for CUBIST.  
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2 Insight 3.0 Architecture

The architecture of the Insight application is shown 
extraction data that the backend crawls and scrapes 
employer websites and some external feeds

It is a web based job recruitment system, based on SAAS (software as a service) principles. Its 

purpose is to help the job recruiter

the employers websites based in UK and giving the

in the country accessing from a single terminal. The recruiters can search with preci

notification for monitoring particular employers etc, 

 

The two crawling frameworks, o

corporate websites crawling called JOCI

interface. The Insight web application consists of client web pages, scripts, 

mapping to the back end database and querying the information retrieval framework etc.
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Insight 3.0 Architecture 

The architecture of the Insight application is shown in figure 1. It consists of a front end to the job 
hat the backend crawls and scrapes from a large number of popular job boards, UK 

employer websites and some external feeds. 

is a web based job recruitment system, based on SAAS (software as a service) principles. Its 

purpose is to help the job recruiters by providing vacancy data of all major internet job boards and all 

s websites based in UK and giving them an aggregated view of total recruitment activities 

in the country accessing from a single terminal. The recruiters can search with preci

notification for monitoring particular employers etc,  

The two crawling frameworks, one for scraping the job boards called RENDE

bsites crawling called JOCI are independent from the web application and the us

interface. The Insight web application consists of client web pages, scripts, components

mapping to the back end database and querying the information retrieval framework etc.

JOCI 

Job Sites Corporate 
Websites 

XSLT 

User Interface Components, 
Client Pages, Scripts 

 

Business Logic, components for 
relational mapping, information 

retrieval, server side scripts 
 

MySQL RDBMS 
 

Extracted Job Vacancy Data 
Party Company Directory 

Ordinance Survey Geographic Data 

 

Company Web Crawling Framework 
Job board Scraping Framework 

Figure 1 – Insight 3.0 Architecture  
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a front end to the job 
from a large number of popular job boards, UK 

is a web based job recruitment system, based on SAAS (software as a service) principles. Its 

s by providing vacancy data of all major internet job boards and all 

m an aggregated view of total recruitment activities 

in the country accessing from a single terminal. The recruiters can search with precise criteria, set 

ne for scraping the job boards called RENDE and the other for 

are independent from the web application and the user 

components for relational 

mapping to the back end database and querying the information retrieval framework etc. 
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3 Personas 

This chapter discusses the personas for the Innovantage use case
software.   

 

Persona Description

User 
An Agent in a Recruitment Consultancy performing vacancy or advertiser 
searches and related operations  

Decision Maker 
Decision Maker of a client Organization, supervises operations of other 
users in that organization

Account Manager An Innovantage employee responsible for managing a client organization

Super Admin 
Decision Maker of the organization Innovantage, supervis
users as well as other users 

Client Organization Group of users working for a recruitment consultancy

 

Users are organized into groups called Client Organization. 
single "Client Organization". Some
of that client organization- such as

There are 4 types of user account

Decision maker, account manager and the superadmin can execute all the actions that the ordinary 
user can execute plus some more 

Client organization has an administrator which can add, edit, delete and view details of this 
organization and it's users. This administrator is called
a user which is called Decision Maker. 

3.1 User 

An Insight user is an employee in a recruitment consultancy. Steve is 31 years old and has a public 
relations bachelor degree at university. Following his degree, S
services role, before starting to work for a recruitment consultancy

Now his days are divided between searching for vacancys in the region his consultancy is located in, 
contacting the employers and po
specifically in manufacturing sector. He has set of roles organised by preferred locations, experience 
and skills and matches them to a set of CVs. Part of his role also involves repor
maker of the consultancy who is usually the owner.

After his consultancy has subscribed to insight software, he has become productive in his role. Now 
he can search all the UK job boards that he in interested in from a single terminal.
also search through jobs picked up from all employer websites in UK. Insight is offering him latest 
contact details of these employers, head offices as well as site offices, the industry sectory it is 
operating in, where this employer 

Figure 2 
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This chapter discusses the personas for the Innovantage use case in the context of the Insight 

Description 

An Agent in a Recruitment Consultancy performing vacancy or advertiser 
searches and related operations   

Decision Maker of a client Organization, supervises operations of other 
users in that organization 

An Innovantage employee responsible for managing a client organization

Decision Maker of the organization Innovantage, supervis
users as well as other users  

Group of users working for a recruitment consultancy 

Users are organized into groups called Client Organization. Every user in the system is a part of a 
Some of the client organization's preferences are applied to all the users 

such as "Enabled and Disabled Sources". 

There are 4 types of user accounts: user, decision maker, account manager and super admin 

anager and the superadmin can execute all the actions that the ordinary 
user can execute plus some more  

Client organization has an administrator which can add, edit, delete and view details of this 
organization and it's users. This administrator is called Account Manager. Each client organization has 
a user which is called Decision Maker.  

nsight user is an employee in a recruitment consultancy. Steve is 31 years old and has a public 
relations bachelor degree at university. Following his degree, Steve has worked in several customer 
services role, before starting to work for a recruitment consultancy, ABC Recruitment

Now his days are divided between searching for vacancys in the region his consultancy is located in, 
contacting the employers and potential employees. He specialises in searching for IT related roles and 
specifically in manufacturing sector. He has set of roles organised by preferred locations, experience 
and skills and matches them to a set of CVs. Part of his role also involves repor
maker of the consultancy who is usually the owner. 

After his consultancy has subscribed to insight software, he has become productive in his role. Now 
he can search all the UK job boards that he in interested in from a single terminal.
also search through jobs picked up from all employer websites in UK. Insight is offering him latest 
contact details of these employers, head offices as well as site offices, the industry sectory it is 
operating in, where this employer is advertising his vacancys in etc. 

Figure 2 – Insight 3.0 Personas  
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in the context of the Insight 

An Agent in a Recruitment Consultancy performing vacancy or advertiser 

Decision Maker of a client Organization, supervises operations of other 

An Innovantage employee responsible for managing a client organization 

Decision Maker of the organization Innovantage, supervises Innovantage 

Every user in the system is a part of a 
's preferences are applied to all the users 

: user, decision maker, account manager and super admin  

anager and the superadmin can execute all the actions that the ordinary 

Client organization has an administrator which can add, edit, delete and view details of this 
Account Manager. Each client organization has 

nsight user is an employee in a recruitment consultancy. Steve is 31 years old and has a public 
teve has worked in several customer 

ABC Recruitment.  

Now his days are divided between searching for vacancys in the region his consultancy is located in, 
tential employees. He specialises in searching for IT related roles and 

specifically in manufacturing sector. He has set of roles organised by preferred locations, experience 
and skills and matches them to a set of CVs. Part of his role also involves reporting to the decision 

After his consultancy has subscribed to insight software, he has become productive in his role. Now 
he can search all the UK job boards that he in interested in from a single terminal. Additionally he can 
also search through jobs picked up from all employer websites in UK. Insight is offering him latest 
contact details of these employers, head offices as well as site offices, the industry sectory it is 
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Here are some of the typical things Steve does with Insight, a large part o his day: 

1. He executes vacancy searches and advertiser searches. 
2. He can report an Advertiser as agency. 
3. He can create Saved Search. 
4. He can export result sets as Excel spreadsheets. 

3.2 Decision maker  

A Decision Maker is the first user to be created 
old and the owner of ABC Recruitment. He has worked as a recruitment agent for last 5 years
opened his own consultancy last year. Now Bob supervises Steve as well as 3 other agents in his 
consultancy. 

Each client organization has exactly one decision maker.
interface to check what the agents are doing
different leads. Bob also contacts with large employers on behalf of the agents and also publishes 
some of his job advertisements in popular job boards and their own hosted website.

Here are some of the typical things Bob does with Insight.

1. Bob has access to monthly reporting of the users within the Client Organization 
2. Bob can manage enabled and disabled sources per client organization.

job boards and company websites.

3.3 Account Manager (Admin)

The Account manager is a user who belongs to the internal client organization of Insight UI 
Innovantage. Sara is 28 years old and working for Innovantage last one year. She has worked as a 
recruitment agent for last 3 years. Sh
her (created through her account). 

When a new organization signs up for Insight, she trains all the users of that organisation about the UI, 
different features and fuctionalities. She also calls th
well with the Insight usage. She can also inform the organization’s decision maker about the usage of 
different users. Incase of any issues, she is the first point of contact as well as the first line of su
for the users. She reports to the decision maker of Innovantage, the Super Admin.

Here are some of the typical things Sara does with Insight

1. She can view/create/delete and edit the Client Organizations assigned 
2. She can view/create/delete and e

her  
3. She can view the monthly/weekl
4. She can edit client's settings; add, remove or update user's settings of that Client 

Organization.  
5. She can manage enabled and disabled sources 

3.4 Super Admin 

The super admin is a single account within the Insight UI. He is the user who can add/edit/delete and 
monitor any information within the system. 
– Innovantage, whose users are the account managers
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Here are some of the typical things Steve does with Insight, a large part o his day: 

vacancy searches and advertiser searches.  
report an Advertiser as agency.  

can create Saved Search.  
ort result sets as Excel spreadsheets.  

 

Decision Maker is the first user to be created in Insight for the client organization
old and the owner of ABC Recruitment. He has worked as a recruitment agent for last 5 years
opened his own consultancy last year. Now Bob supervises Steve as well as 3 other agents in his 

exactly one decision maker. Insight provides Bob the lead management 
interface to check what the agents are doing with Insight as well as how much they are progressing in 
different leads. Bob also contacts with large employers on behalf of the agents and also publishes 
some of his job advertisements in popular job boards and their own hosted website.

the typical things Bob does with Insight.  

has access to monthly reporting of the users within the Client Organization 
can manage enabled and disabled sources per client organization. Here sources refer to 

job boards and company websites.  

count Manager (Admin) 

The Account manager is a user who belongs to the internal client organization of Insight UI 
Sara is 28 years old and working for Innovantage last one year. She has worked as a 

recruitment agent for last 3 years. She is responsible for managing client organizations assigned to 
account).  

When a new organization signs up for Insight, she trains all the users of that organisation about the UI, 
different features and fuctionalities. She also calls them after a period to check if everything is going 
well with the Insight usage. She can also inform the organization’s decision maker about the usage of 
different users. Incase of any issues, she is the first point of contact as well as the first line of su
for the users. She reports to the decision maker of Innovantage, the Super Admin.

Here are some of the typical things Sara does with Insight 

can view/create/delete and edit the Client Organizations assigned to her
can view/create/delete and edit users within the Client Organization that are assigned to 

can view the monthly/weekly reports about the users of her Client Organizations 
can edit client's settings; add, remove or update user's settings of that Client 

can manage enabled and disabled sources of the client organization.

The super admin is a single account within the Insight UI. He is the user who can add/edit/delete and 
monitor any information within the system. He is the decision maker for the internal clie

users are the account managers. 
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Here are some of the typical things Steve does with Insight, a large part o his day:  

the client organization. Bob is 35 years 
old and the owner of ABC Recruitment. He has worked as a recruitment agent for last 5 years and 
opened his own consultancy last year. Now Bob supervises Steve as well as 3 other agents in his 

Insight provides Bob the lead management 
with Insight as well as how much they are progressing in 

different leads. Bob also contacts with large employers on behalf of the agents and also publishes 
some of his job advertisements in popular job boards and their own hosted website. 

has access to monthly reporting of the users within the Client Organization  
Here sources refer to 

The Account manager is a user who belongs to the internal client organization of Insight UI - 
Sara is 28 years old and working for Innovantage last one year. She has worked as a 

nt organizations assigned to 

When a new organization signs up for Insight, she trains all the users of that organisation about the UI, 
em after a period to check if everything is going 

well with the Insight usage. She can also inform the organization’s decision maker about the usage of 
different users. Incase of any issues, she is the first point of contact as well as the first line of support 
for the users. She reports to the decision maker of Innovantage, the Super Admin. 

to her 
dit users within the Client Organization that are assigned to 

Client Organizations  
can edit client's settings; add, remove or update user's settings of that Client 

client organization. 

The super admin is a single account within the Insight UI. He is the user who can add/edit/delete and 
the internal client organization 
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Mark is 37 years old and works as Sales Manager in Innovantage. He worked with recruitment 
industry for 6 years, and worked as Sales Manager for a large corporate for l
works with companies who are interested in the crawled recruitment data of Innovantage but not a 
client of the Insight UI. 

1. Mark is able to add/edit/delete/m
2. Mark is able to add/edit/delete/monitor any

Admin is the only user in the system who
3. When a new job board crawler is developed, its available first in the 

account for Mark to test the results 
client organizations to search and access the results.
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Mark is 37 years old and works as Sales Manager in Innovantage. He worked with recruitment 
industry for 6 years, and worked as Sales Manager for a large corporate for last 4 years. Mark also 
works with companies who are interested in the crawled recruitment data of Innovantage but not a 

is able to add/edit/delete/monitor any client organizations.  
is able to add/edit/delete/monitor any user account within Insight UI. Thus the Super 

he only user in the system who can create Account Manager in 
When a new job board crawler is developed, its available first in the 
account for Mark to test the results are ok in Insight UI. If he is satisfied, he enables it for the 
client organizations to search and access the results. 
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Mark is 37 years old and works as Sales Manager in Innovantage. He worked with recruitment 
ast 4 years. Mark also 

works with companies who are interested in the crawled recruitment data of Innovantage but not a 

user account within Insight UI. Thus the Super 
can create Account Manager in the system.  

When a new job board crawler is developed, its available first in the Super Admin user 
are ok in Insight UI. If he is satisfied, he enables it for the 
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4 User Operations in Innovantage and Insight 3.0

4.1 Job Vacancy Search

The main goal of Insight UI is to introduce interface for searching an
complicated criterions. Each job vacancy in the Insight Index is a complicated record. The main 
properties of such a record are:  

• Title of the job vacancy (such as "Java Developer") 

• Description 

• Advertiser (The organization

• Location (Geographical location like "London" or "Cardif") 

• Date posted 

• Sector (Sector of business) 

• Source (The job boards like "Totaljobs" or "JustEngineers" or corporate websites) 

Instead of filling the search criteria in t
save the set of criterions into a "Saved Search" in order to reuse that criteria in future. 

 

 

On the top of the menu strip user has a quick search box. The options are 

1. Keywords - He can ent
searched within the entire content (title, description, source, etc.) of the job vacancy record 
any job vacancy which contains all of the keywords is a match. 
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User Operations in Innovantage and Insight 3.0

Job Vacancy Search 

The main goal of Insight UI is to introduce interface for searching and viewing job vacancies matching 
complicated criterions. Each job vacancy in the Insight Index is a complicated record. The main 

 

Title of the job vacancy (such as "Java Developer")  

Advertiser (The organization providing the job vacancy)  

Location (Geographical location like "London" or "Cardif")  

Sector (Sector of business)  

like "Totaljobs" or "JustEngineers" or corporate websites) 

Instead of filling the search criteria in the search form of the Insight UI again and again, users might 
save the set of criterions into a "Saved Search" in order to reuse that criteria in future. 

On the top of the menu strip user has a quick search box. The options are  

He can enter any number of keywords in it. The keywords entered will be 
searched within the entire content (title, description, source, etc.) of the job vacancy record 
any job vacancy which contains all of the keywords is a match.  

Figure 3 – Job Search Page  
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User Operations in Innovantage and Insight 3.0 

d viewing job vacancies matching 
complicated criterions. Each job vacancy in the Insight Index is a complicated record. The main 

like "Totaljobs" or "JustEngineers" or corporate websites)  

he search form of the Insight UI again and again, users might 
save the set of criterions into a "Saved Search" in order to reuse that criteria in future.  

 

er any number of keywords in it. The keywords entered will be 
searched within the entire content (title, description, source, etc.) of the job vacancy record - 
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2. Job type - user may specify 
contract  

3. Date posted - user can specify the period this job vacancy is posted
o 1 day - the current day of the search
o 1 week - the current week of the search
o 2 weeks - the current and the previous week of the search 
o 1 month - the current month of the search

4. Advertiser type - user may specify if the vacancies he is interested in have been advertised by 
employers direct or through recruitment agencies 

5. Order By - user may specify if the search results will be ordered by date or relevant to the 
keywords specified  

6. Source - user may specify if the search results will include or exclude jobs extracted from job 
boards and direct employer company websites, he may also select o
to search from the drop down list

 

7. Public Sector - user may specify if the search results will include or exclude public sector jobs 

Side options  

On the left side of the earch screen user has several options: 

1.  Location - if a job vacancy has a matched location th
area in which he wants to search, user can also select from preset locations from a 'Location 
tree' on a right panel and if the head office or any site address needs to matc
User can select as many locations as he wants 
(pr phrase) in the 'Location' search box in the General section

<Confidential> 
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user may specify if the vacancies he is interested in are matched as permanent or 

user can specify the period this job vacancy is posted. Available options are: 
the current day of the search 

the current week of the search 
the current and the previous week of the search  
the current month of the search 

user may specify if the vacancies he is interested in have been advertised by 
employers direct or through recruitment agencies  

y specify if the search results will be ordered by date or relevant to the 

user may specify if the search results will include or exclude jobs extracted from job 
boards and direct employer company websites, he may also select one or multiple job boards 
to search from the drop down list 

user may specify if the search results will include or exclude public sector jobs 

On the left side of the earch screen user has several options:  

if a job vacancy has a matched location then the user can specify the geographical 
area in which he wants to search, user can also select from preset locations from a 'Location 
tree' on a right panel and if the head office or any site address needs to matc
User can select as many locations as he wants - selecting a location adds another keyword 
(pr phrase) in the 'Location' search box in the General section 

Figure 4 – Quick Search Options 

Figure 5 –Source Options  
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if the vacancies he is interested in are matched as permanent or 

Available options are:  

user may specify if the vacancies he is interested in have been advertised by 

y specify if the search results will be ordered by date or relevant to the 

user may specify if the search results will include or exclude jobs extracted from job 
ne or multiple job boards 

 

user may specify if the search results will include or exclude public sector jobs  

user can specify the geographical 
area in which he wants to search, user can also select from preset locations from a 'Location 
tree' on a right panel and if the head office or any site address needs to match that location. 

selecting a location adds another keyword 
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2. Job Category – the system has predefined set of categories of job vacancies. Each 

corresponds to a set of phrases that describe that job category. User can select a category (or 

more than one) and this will cause the search engine to match those job vacancies which 

contain at least one of these phrases in the entire textual con

 

Categories available are : Accountancy, Finance; Arts; Banking, Insurance; Catering & 
Hospitality; Charity; Customer Services; Design/Media/Creative; Education; 
Engineering/Manufacturing; Graduate, Trainees; Health & Safety; He
Services; Human Resources; IT & Internet; Legal; Marketing, Advertising, PR; Oil, Gas, 
Alternative Energy; Pharmaceutical; Procurement and supply chain; Property, Construction; 
Retail, Wholesale; Sales; Science; Secretarial, PAs, Admi
Care; Telecoms; Transport, Logistics, Aerospace; Travel, Leisure, Tourism 

Job Title options  

If user wants to specify keywords and phrases to be searched within the title of the job 
vacancy record, he may insert those 

 

Options available are: 

• 'All words' option - all words inserted in this box should be contained in the title of the job 
vacancy in order to have a match 
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the system has predefined set of categories of job vacancies. Each 

corresponds to a set of phrases that describe that job category. User can select a category (or 

more than one) and this will cause the search engine to match those job vacancies which 

contain at least one of these phrases in the entire textual content of the job record. 

 

Categories available are : Accountancy, Finance; Arts; Banking, Insurance; Catering & 
Hospitality; Charity; Customer Services; Design/Media/Creative; Education; 
Engineering/Manufacturing; Graduate, Trainees; Health & Safety; Health, Nursing, Social 
Services; Human Resources; IT & Internet; Legal; Marketing, Advertising, PR; Oil, Gas, 
Alternative Energy; Pharmaceutical; Procurement and supply chain; Property, Construction; 
Retail, Wholesale; Sales; Science; Secretarial, PAs, Administration; Senior Executive; Social 
Care; Telecoms; Transport, Logistics, Aerospace; Travel, Leisure, Tourism 

If user wants to specify keywords and phrases to be searched within the title of the job 
vacancy record, he may insert those into the Job Title section of the search screen. 

all words inserted in this box should be contained in the title of the job 
vacancy in order to have a match  

Figure 6 – Job Category Options  

Figure 7 – Job Title Options 
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the system has predefined set of categories of job vacancies. Each category 

corresponds to a set of phrases that describe that job category. User can select a category (or 

more than one) and this will cause the search engine to match those job vacancies which 

tent of the job record.  

Categories available are : Accountancy, Finance; Arts; Banking, Insurance; Catering & 
Hospitality; Charity; Customer Services; Design/Media/Creative; Education; 

alth, Nursing, Social 
Services; Human Resources; IT & Internet; Legal; Marketing, Advertising, PR; Oil, Gas, 
Alternative Energy; Pharmaceutical; Procurement and supply chain; Property, Construction; 

nistration; Senior Executive; Social 
Care; Telecoms; Transport, Logistics, Aerospace; Travel, Leisure, Tourism  

If user wants to specify keywords and phrases to be searched within the title of the job 
into the Job Title section of the search screen.  

 

all words inserted in this box should be contained in the title of the job 
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• 'Any words' option - 
by the title  

• 'Not words' option - 
it's title  

Job Description options  

If user wants to specify keywords and phrases to be searched within the
vacancy record, he may insert those into the Job Description section of the search screen. 

 

Options available are: 

• 'All words' option - all words inserted in this box should be contained in the description of 
the job vacancy in order to have a match 

• 'Any words' option - 
by the description  

• Not words' option - no match should contain any of the words specified in this section in 
it's description  

Salary options  

If user wants to specify minimum and/or maximum salary he may do so by selecting from a range 
of salary options 
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 at least one of the words included in this section should be contained 

 no match should contain any of the words specified in this section in 

If user wants to specify keywords and phrases to be searched within the description of the job 
vacancy record, he may insert those into the Job Description section of the search screen. 

all words inserted in this box should be contained in the description of 
order to have a match  

 at least one of the words included in this section should be contained 

no match should contain any of the words specified in this section in 

If user wants to specify minimum and/or maximum salary he may do so by selecting from a range 

Figure 8 – Job Description Options 
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cluded in this section should be contained 

no match should contain any of the words specified in this section in 

description of the job 
vacancy record, he may insert those into the Job Description section of the search screen.  

 

all words inserted in this box should be contained in the description of 

at least one of the words included in this section should be contained 

no match should contain any of the words specified in this section in 

If user wants to specify minimum and/or maximum salary he may do so by selecting from a range 
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Advertiser Company options 

 

The user may wish to specify the business sector of the advertiser
hierarchy or a textual description of the market the advertiser is engaged in. The user may also 
specify full or part of the company name, minimum and/or maximum no. of employees from a 
range of options. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9 
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options  

The user may wish to specify the business sector of the advertiser company
r a textual description of the market the advertiser is engaged in. The user may also 

specify full or part of the company name, minimum and/or maximum no. of employees from a 

Figure 9 – Advertiser Company Options 
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company from a sector 
r a textual description of the market the advertiser is engaged in. The user may also 

specify full or part of the company name, minimum and/or maximum no. of employees from a 
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4.2 Search Results 

After performing a search user is n

screen contains several sections: 

• The results table on the right frame, 

• Option for exporting the results in excel

• Option for saving the search and receiving jobs with this search criteria 

• left frame contains statistics of the number of job hits by sources, locations, companies etc.
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After performing a search user is navigated to the Search Results screen as shown in figure 10

screen contains several sections:  

The results table on the right frame,  

Option for exporting the results in excel 

Option for saving the search and receiving jobs with this search criteria in email 

left frame contains statistics of the number of job hits by sources, locations, companies etc.

Figure 10 – Search Results 
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as shown in figure 10. This 

in email  

left frame contains statistics of the number of job hits by sources, locations, companies etc. 
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The results table displays general information about 20 (this number is configurable) amount of results 
that match the search criteria. In order to
navigate to the other results. The information displayed in each row for each job vacancy is the 
following:  

• Match Score - a number between 0 and 100 that shows the relevance of the job offer to
search criteria. This score is computed by the Lucene
in a colored box in order to visualize this relevance as the color starts from green (relevant) to 
red (not relevant)  

• Title - the title of the job vacancy 
the user to the actual page the vacancy details were extracted from 

• Location - the extracted location of the job vacancy 

• Organization (Advertiser)
column of the job vacancy in the results table will navigate the user to the "Company display" 
page on which he will have a link to the job vacancy web page (the page the vacancy details 
were extracted from)  

• Date - the date the job vacancy has been posted 

• Source - the source of the job vacancy 
board, or from a corporate website

• Remove Advertiser icon 
advertiser. This preference is per user. The user can bring back the advertiser to his search 
results by "My Insight tab" 

• Report advertiser as an agency icon 
this certain advertiser might be an agency inste

 

• 
2
 http://lucene.apache.org
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The results table displays general information about 20 (this number is configurable) amount of results 
that match the search criteria. In order to see rest of the results user can use the pagination strip to 
navigate to the other results. The information displayed in each row for each job vacancy is the 

a number between 0 and 100 that shows the relevance of the job offer to
search criteria. This score is computed by the Lucene

2
 search engine. The score is displayed 

in a colored box in order to visualize this relevance as the color starts from green (relevant) to 

the title of the job vacancy - Clicking on the title column in the results table will navigate 
the user to the actual page the vacancy details were extracted from  

the extracted location of the job vacancy  

Organization (Advertiser)- the organization of the job vacancy - Clicking on the organization 
column of the job vacancy in the results table will navigate the user to the "Company display" 
page on which he will have a link to the job vacancy web page (the page the vacancy details 

b vacancy has been posted  

the source of the job vacancy - whether it has been extracted from a particular job 
board, or from a corporate website 

Remove Advertiser icon - in order perform searches that will no longer contain a certain 
This preference is per user. The user can bring back the advertiser to his search 

results by "My Insight tab"  

Report advertiser as an agency icon - clicking on this icon will notify the Account manager that 
this certain advertiser might be an agency instead of direct employer  

lucene.apache.org/ 

Figure 11 – Search Results Table 
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The results table displays general information about 20 (this number is configurable) amount of results 
see rest of the results user can use the pagination strip to 

navigate to the other results. The information displayed in each row for each job vacancy is the 

a number between 0 and 100 that shows the relevance of the job offer to the 
search engine. The score is displayed 

in a colored box in order to visualize this relevance as the color starts from green (relevant) to 

Clicking on the title column in the results table will navigate 

king on the organization 
column of the job vacancy in the results table will navigate the user to the "Company display" 
page on which he will have a link to the job vacancy web page (the page the vacancy details 

whether it has been extracted from a particular job 

in order perform searches that will no longer contain a certain 
This preference is per user. The user can bring back the advertiser to his search 

clicking on this icon will notify the Account manager that 
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• Results Table Ordering  

By default the results table is ordered descending by match score. User is able to click on title, 
location, organization, date and source headers of the table in order to receive
search results ordered by any of those properties of the vacancy. Clicking on the header more 
than once will reverse the order from ascending to descending and vice versa. Each time the 
ordering is performed the results will be displayed from the
navigate to any page of the result set 

• Pagination  

Since the results in the common case will be to much to display in the same screen, the result 
set is partition them into pages of 
next/previous/first/last or to a certain index of page by the pagination strip. This strip also 
contains information about the total count of results in the set. Pagination preserve
criteria of the search including ordering options, personal use
Organization preferences (enabled/disabled sources) and search constraints 

• Edit Search 
 

user might see that the search results do not meet his expectations and he wants to slightly 
change the search criteria he entered instead of ent
will lead the user to the advanced search screen (even if the search was executed from the 
quick search field or from the saved searches table). The field of the constraints will be 
populated once again in order t
 

• Export Results to Excel 
 

if the user needs hard copy of this particular set of job vacancies he might export the set into 
an excel spreadsheet. The same basic information will be entered into this sheet as the one 
on the search results screen. User can choose whether to export the entire result set or the 
particular page he is viewing on the screen. Since the result set might contain several 
hundreds of thousands results it might take long time to this spreadsheet to be gene
the user might want to export only the current page

 
• Receive Jobs Like This By Email

 
user can save all the constraints of the performed search by a name. He can save multiple 
searches which can then be sent to his email. 

4.3 Statistics 

Various statistics are extracted from the search results which are displayed on the left pane: Source, 
Source Origin, Location, Agency Direct and Company. While the user can view no more than 20 
results on the screen at the same time, he might be interested to derive t
job locations, companies, job boards etc.
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By default the results table is ordered descending by match score. User is able to click on title, 
location, organization, date and source headers of the table in order to receive
search results ordered by any of those properties of the vacancy. Clicking on the header more 
than once will reverse the order from ascending to descending and vice versa. Each time the 
ordering is performed the results will be displayed from their first page and user then can 
navigate to any page of the result set  

 

Since the results in the common case will be to much to display in the same screen, the result 
set is partition them into pages of 20 (configurable). User can paginate t
next/previous/first/last or to a certain index of page by the pagination strip. This strip also 
contains information about the total count of results in the set. Pagination preserve
criteria of the search including ordering options, personal user preferences, Client 
Organization preferences (enabled/disabled sources) and search constraints 

user might see that the search results do not meet his expectations and he wants to slightly 
change the search criteria he entered instead of enter the entire constraints again. This link 
will lead the user to the advanced search screen (even if the search was executed from the 
quick search field or from the saved searches table). The field of the constraints will be 
populated once again in order to allow the user to change them 

 

if the user needs hard copy of this particular set of job vacancies he might export the set into 
an excel spreadsheet. The same basic information will be entered into this sheet as the one 

arch results screen. User can choose whether to export the entire result set or the 
particular page he is viewing on the screen. Since the result set might contain several 
hundreds of thousands results it might take long time to this spreadsheet to be gene
the user might want to export only the current page 

Receive Jobs Like This By Email 

user can save all the constraints of the performed search by a name. He can save multiple 
searches which can then be sent to his email.  

stics are extracted from the search results which are displayed on the left pane: Source, 
Source Origin, Location, Agency Direct and Company. While the user can view no more than 20 
results on the screen at the same time, he might be interested to derive the trend for the most frequent 
job locations, companies, job boards etc. 

Figure 12 –Pagination 
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By default the results table is ordered descending by match score. User is able to click on title, 
location, organization, date and source headers of the table in order to receive the same 
search results ordered by any of those properties of the vacancy. Clicking on the header more 
than once will reverse the order from ascending to descending and vice versa. Each time the 

ir first page and user then can 

Since the results in the common case will be to much to display in the same screen, the result 
(configurable). User can paginate to 

next/previous/first/last or to a certain index of page by the pagination strip. This strip also 
contains information about the total count of results in the set. Pagination preserves all the 

r preferences, Client 
Organization preferences (enabled/disabled sources) and search constraints  

user might see that the search results do not meet his expectations and he wants to slightly 
er the entire constraints again. This link 

will lead the user to the advanced search screen (even if the search was executed from the 
quick search field or from the saved searches table). The field of the constraints will be 

if the user needs hard copy of this particular set of job vacancies he might export the set into 
an excel spreadsheet. The same basic information will be entered into this sheet as the one 

arch results screen. User can choose whether to export the entire result set or the 
particular page he is viewing on the screen. Since the result set might contain several 
hundreds of thousands results it might take long time to this spreadsheet to be generated so 

user can save all the constraints of the performed search by a name. He can save multiple 

stics are extracted from the search results which are displayed on the left pane: Source, 
Source Origin, Location, Agency Direct and Company. While the user can view no more than 20 

he trend for the most frequent 
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• Source 

 

It displays the percentage of jobs in the result set from company websites and top job boards.

• Source Origin 

It displays the percentage of jobs in the result set from compa

• Location 
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It displays the percentage of jobs in the result set from company websites and top job boards.

It displays the percentage of jobs in the result set from company websites and job boards in total.

Figure 13 – Percentage by Job Source 

Figure 14 – Percentage by Job Location 
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It displays the percentage of jobs in the result set from company websites and top job boards. 

ny websites and job boards in total. 
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It displays the most frequent job locations by percentage

If the user clicks on the globe icon above the panel, using Google maps, the user interface 
displays in bubbles on the map t
Clicking on a bubble will display to the user the percentage of the results on that location.

• Agency/Direct 

It displays the percentage of jobs in the result set from recruitment agencie

• Company 

It displays the percentage of jobs in the result set by companies whether it’s a direct employer or a 
recruitment agency. 

• Employees 

It displays the percentage of advertiser companies in different categories divided by their 
of employees. 

4.4 Company Lookup

4.4.1 Advertiser Search Screen

Insight database contains information about advertiser companies extracted from 
directory list plus companies extracted from job vacancies. The advertisers extracted fro
vacancy sources are matched with certain percentage of c
directory list.  

The advertisers in Insight Database have property called "parent company". The search is executed 
only over companies that have no "paren

User has interface to search the companies from the 
which is much simpler than the search screen of job vacancy records. 

 

• User can specify the name or part of the na

• User can specify whether he is interested only in direct employers or agencies or both
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It displays the most frequent job locations by percentage as shown in figure 14

If the user clicks on the globe icon above the panel, using Google maps, the user interface 
displays in bubbles on the map the locations that enfold at least 5% of the results in the result set. 
Clicking on a bubble will display to the user the percentage of the results on that location.

It displays the percentage of jobs in the result set from recruitment agencies and direct employers.

It displays the percentage of jobs in the result set by companies whether it’s a direct employer or a 

It displays the percentage of advertiser companies in different categories divided by their 

Company Lookup 

.4.1 Advertiser Search Screen 

Insight database contains information about advertiser companies extracted from 
list plus companies extracted from job vacancies. The advertisers extracted fro

vacancy sources are matched with certain percentage of confidence to those from the company 

The advertisers in Insight Database have property called "parent company". The search is executed 
only over companies that have no "parent company" - i.e. they are "root" companies. 

User has interface to search the companies from the company directory database based on name 
which is much simpler than the search screen of job vacancy records.  

User can specify the name or part of the name of the companies.  

User can specify whether he is interested only in direct employers or agencies or both

Figure 15 – Advertiser Search 
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as shown in figure 14.  

If the user clicks on the globe icon above the panel, using Google maps, the user interface 
he locations that enfold at least 5% of the results in the result set. 

Clicking on a bubble will display to the user the percentage of the results on that location. 

s and direct employers. 

It displays the percentage of jobs in the result set by companies whether it’s a direct employer or a 

It displays the percentage of advertiser companies in different categories divided by their number 

Insight database contains information about advertiser companies extracted from a 3rd party company 
list plus companies extracted from job vacancies. The advertisers extracted from the job 

onfidence to those from the company 

The advertisers in Insight Database have property called "parent company". The search is executed 
i.e. they are "root" companies.  

database based on name 

 

User can specify whether he is interested only in direct employers or agencies or both 
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4.4.2 Advertiser Search 

The advertiser Search Results Table consists of four columns 
monitor advertiser option as shown in figure..

• Clicking on a company name will navigate the user to the "Company Information" screen. 

• Clicking on the monitor advertiser will provide the user with a pop up screen where he can 
save this monitoring with a name. This mea
will be notified. 

4.4.3 Advertiser Details  

User can navigate to Advertiser Details or Company Information Screen in two ways : 

• From the Job Vacancies Search Result Screen by clicking on a the 

• From Advertiser Search Result Screen 

Figure 16 

Figure 17 
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Advertiser Search Results 

The advertiser Search Results Table consists of four columns – Advertiser, Address, Phone and a 
as shown in figure...  

Clicking on a company name will navigate the user to the "Company Information" screen. 

Clicking on the monitor advertiser will provide the user with a pop up screen where he can 
save this monitoring with a name. This means if this advertiser publishes a new job, the user 

.4.3 Advertiser Details   

User can navigate to Advertiser Details or Company Information Screen in two ways : 

From the Job Vacancies Search Result Screen by clicking on a the Organizat

From Advertiser Search Result Screen - by clicking on the title of a company 

Figure 16 – Advertiser Search Results Table 

Figure 17 – Advertiser Details Page 
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Advertiser, Address, Phone and a 

Clicking on a company name will navigate the user to the "Company Information" screen.  

Clicking on the monitor advertiser will provide the user with a pop up screen where he can 
ns if this advertiser publishes a new job, the user 

User can navigate to Advertiser Details or Company Information Screen in two ways :  

Organization columns  

by clicking on the title of a company  
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This screen displays details stored in Insight Database about certain advertiser. 

The advertisers extracted from the job vacancy sources are matched with certai
confidence to those from the company directory
than a percentage that each user can set for himself) the interface considers it as a good match. 

Each job vacancy that is advertised by
vacancy advertised by this company 

Here is a list of details that are displayed: 

• Contact information  
o Name 
o Url 
o Number of employees
o Activity 
o telephones 

• Live Jobs  

 

A table of advertiser vacan
Vacancy Search Results Screen. It also has paginating strip in order to view paginated results. 
One can view details about the vacancy, search the results finer by location and category and 
export results into excel the same way he can do this from the search results screen 

• Locations  

This displays the company Location in Google map
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This screen displays details stored in Insight Database about certain advertiser.  

The advertisers extracted from the job vacancy sources are matched with certai
company directory list. If the confidence is greater than 75% (or greater 

than a percentage that each user can set for himself) the interface considers it as a good match. 

Each job vacancy that is advertised by a "good match" in the Insight Index will be considered as a 
vacancy advertised by this company  

Here is a list of details that are displayed:  

Number of employees 

A table of advertiser vacancies is displayed here. The table is same as the one on the Job 
Vacancy Search Results Screen. It also has paginating strip in order to view paginated results. 
One can view details about the vacancy, search the results finer by location and category and 

port results into excel the same way he can do this from the search results screen 

This displays the company Location in Google map 

Figure 18 – Advertiser Vacancies 
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The advertisers extracted from the job vacancy sources are matched with certain percentage of 
list. If the confidence is greater than 75% (or greater 

than a percentage that each user can set for himself) the interface considers it as a good match.  

a "good match" in the Insight Index will be considered as a 

 

cies is displayed here. The table is same as the one on the Job 
Vacancy Search Results Screen. It also has paginating strip in order to view paginated results. 
One can view details about the vacancy, search the results finer by location and category and 

port results into excel the same way he can do this from the search results screen  
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• Monitor Advertiser or Report as Agency

 

From Advertiser Details Screen user can save new Saved Search in whic
is the advertiser name which should match the displayed advertiser. The user can also report 
if the advertiser has been incorrectly categorized as direct employer.

• Statistics

 
The 3 different charts display vacancies by source, cate
 
 

• Yahoo News 
 
This displays different news articles the system has picked up from yahoo news that are 
relevant to the advertiser.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 19 

Figure 20 
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Monitor Advertiser or Report as Agency 

 

From Advertiser Details Screen user can save new Saved Search in whic
is the advertiser name which should match the displayed advertiser. The user can also report 
if the advertiser has been incorrectly categorized as direct employer. 

The 3 different charts display vacancies by source, category and salary 

This displays different news articles the system has picked up from yahoo news that are 
relevant to the advertiser. 

Figure 19 – Monitor Advertiser or Report as Agency

Figure 20 – Vacancies by Source, Category and Salary
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From Advertiser Details Screen user can save new Saved Search in which the only constraint 
is the advertiser name which should match the displayed advertiser. The user can also report 

 

This displays different news articles the system has picked up from yahoo news that are 

Monitor Advertiser or Report as Agency 

Vacancies by Source, Category and Salary 
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4.5 Lead Management

For each user, this displays the vacancy monitor or saved searches, company monitor
vacancies by company, no. of leads in different phases of recruitment etc.

 

 
4.5.1 Lead Management Report
 
For a particular client organization and for a time range, this displays user activity in terms logins, 
searches etc., no. of leads in different phases for each user and also in total etc. as shown in Figure 
22. This is available to the organization’s decision maker as well as Innovantage’s account managers 
or super admin. 
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Lead Management 

For each user, this displays the vacancy monitor or saved searches, company monitor
vacancies by company, no. of leads in different phases of recruitment etc. 

Lead Management Report 

For a particular client organization and for a time range, this displays user activity in terms logins, 
different phases for each user and also in total etc. as shown in Figure 

22. This is available to the organization’s decision maker as well as Innovantage’s account managers 

Figure 21 – Lead Management 
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For each user, this displays the vacancy monitor or saved searches, company monitor to monitor 

 

For a particular client organization and for a time range, this displays user activity in terms logins, 
different phases for each user and also in total etc. as shown in Figure 

22. This is available to the organization’s decision maker as well as Innovantage’s account managers 
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Figure 22 – Lead Management Report 
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5 Utilisation Scenarios

The utilization scenerios describe the typical events in the life of people who work in Innovantage 
and/or regular users of insight. This will be discussed considering the current as
the later to-be scenerio after successful implementation of CUBIST software.

5.1 User and Decision Maker

5.1.1 Before CUBIST 
 

• Steve, the recruiting agent, arrives at his office around 8:30 am.

• Steve is called by Bob, his manager at 8:45. Bob assigns him the task of searching for 
”Semantic Developer” roles around 50 miles from Norwich city c
The roles should be medium to high experience level, proficient in atleast one object oriented 
language, must have very good team working and communication ability, optionally may 
require team leading experience, atleast a Bac
because of the latest CVs they have received, they found several people with that profile. Bob 
also wants Steve to search for advertisers who are in publishing industry and looking to move 
towards semantic technol

• Since, Insight doesnt allow Steve to search by postcode and a miles radius around it, he 
performs a search for ”Semantic Developer” in the quick search box, using his local 
knowledge, in the county of Norfolk, where Norwich i
employers only, IT and Internet category, within last week, source all job boards and company 
websites and salary between £30k and £45k per annum assuming this would be the potential 
salary for a medium to high level devel

• Insight doesnt allow Steve to search for level of education or specific level of experience. He 
can search for ”B.Sc.” or ”M.Sc.” degrees but it filters out a lot of desirable results.

• Steve can mention Java or C++ in the quick search
proficiency in any object oriented language which Bob wanted.

• Steve can mention ”team working” but it also filters out lot of desirable job results where 
similar profile is wanted but doesnt use those exact words.

• He performs the same search, but this time taking out ”Semantic Developer” from quick 
search box and putting it into the Job Title All words and Job Description All words 
respectively and compare the results

• He notices the search results contain quite a few
however most of these jobs are for Boston in USA. Insight doesnt resolve the location 
ambiguity, when the names are same between UK and any other country or even within UK. 
Even though, the jobs often specify 
or ”Boston, USA”. 

• He checks the statistics, the percentage of jobs appearing from different locations within 
Berkshire, different industry sectors, different categories and the sources of those advert

• He clicks on the advertisers, posting these adverts. However, he notices some of these 
advertisers are not getting correctly resolved to the backend company directory as Insight is 
merely trying to match the advertiser to a company in the directory by 

• He views all the jobs posted by each advertiser in different locations of its head office and site 
offices in a map widget, percentage of those jobs in different categories and so on. 

• He checks the recent profit and sales margin o
advertiser, details of the key personnel. He visits the published company website and checks 
out its about-us pages, key partners etc.

• He reads the recent news articles relevant to that advertiser publish
insight. However lot of news articles are irrelevant as its just a keyword based search. For 
example, for an advertiser name ”Flex”, the keyword search has returned news articles related 
to the software tool ”Flex”.

• It took Steve around 3-4 hours to finally get a good understanding of what this advertiser is 
doing and that they are involved in online publishing and they may be inclined to semantic 
technologies. 

• He gets the contact address, phone and contact details of key employees 
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narios 

ribe the typical events in the life of people who work in Innovantage 
and/or regular users of insight. This will be discussed considering the current as-

be scenerio after successful implementation of CUBIST software. 

and Decision Maker 

Steve, the recruiting agent, arrives at his office around 8:30 am. 

Steve is called by Bob, his manager at 8:45. Bob assigns him the task of searching for 
”Semantic Developer” roles around 50 miles from Norwich city centre area with postcode NR1. 
The roles should be medium to high experience level, proficient in atleast one object oriented 
language, must have very good team working and communication ability, optionally may 
require team leading experience, atleast a Bachelor degree in IT or Engineering. This is 
because of the latest CVs they have received, they found several people with that profile. Bob 
also wants Steve to search for advertisers who are in publishing industry and looking to move 
towards semantic technologies in their IT development. 

Since, Insight doesnt allow Steve to search by postcode and a miles radius around it, he 
performs a search for ”Semantic Developer” in the quick search box, using his local 
knowledge, in the county of Norfolk, where Norwich is located. He selects from direct 
employers only, IT and Internet category, within last week, source all job boards and company 
websites and salary between £30k and £45k per annum assuming this would be the potential 
salary for a medium to high level developer with that skill. 

Insight doesnt allow Steve to search for level of education or specific level of experience. He 
can search for ”B.Sc.” or ”M.Sc.” degrees but it filters out a lot of desirable results.

Steve can mention Java or C++ in the quick search box but he doesnt have a way to mention 
proficiency in any object oriented language which Bob wanted. 

Steve can mention ”team working” but it also filters out lot of desirable job results where 
similar profile is wanted but doesnt use those exact words. 

e performs the same search, but this time taking out ”Semantic Developer” from quick 
search box and putting it into the Job Title All words and Job Description All words 
respectively and compare the results 

He notices the search results contain quite a few jobs from Boston which is an area in Norfolk, 
however most of these jobs are for Boston in USA. Insight doesnt resolve the location 
ambiguity, when the names are same between UK and any other country or even within UK. 
Even though, the jobs often specify the location as ”Boston, MA” or ”Boston, M

He checks the statistics, the percentage of jobs appearing from different locations within 
Berkshire, different industry sectors, different categories and the sources of those advert

He clicks on the advertisers, posting these adverts. However, he notices some of these 
advertisers are not getting correctly resolved to the backend company directory as Insight is 
merely trying to match the advertiser to a company in the directory by a syntactic name match. 

He views all the jobs posted by each advertiser in different locations of its head office and site 
offices in a map widget, percentage of those jobs in different categories and so on. 

He checks the recent profit and sales margin of this advertiser, the main industry sector of this 
advertiser, details of the key personnel. He visits the published company website and checks 

us pages, key partners etc. 

He reads the recent news articles relevant to that advertiser published in yahoo picked up by 
insight. However lot of news articles are irrelevant as its just a keyword based search. For 
example, for an advertiser name ”Flex”, the keyword search has returned news articles related 
to the software tool ”Flex”. 

4 hours to finally get a good understanding of what this advertiser is 
doing and that they are involved in online publishing and they may be inclined to semantic 

He gets the contact address, phone and contact details of key employees 
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ribe the typical events in the life of people who work in Innovantage 
-is scenerio and then 

Steve is called by Bob, his manager at 8:45. Bob assigns him the task of searching for 
entre area with postcode NR1. 

The roles should be medium to high experience level, proficient in atleast one object oriented 
language, must have very good team working and communication ability, optionally may 

helor degree in IT or Engineering. This is 
because of the latest CVs they have received, they found several people with that profile. Bob 
also wants Steve to search for advertisers who are in publishing industry and looking to move 

Since, Insight doesnt allow Steve to search by postcode and a miles radius around it, he 
performs a search for ”Semantic Developer” in the quick search box, using his local 

s located. He selects from direct 
employers only, IT and Internet category, within last week, source all job boards and company 
websites and salary between £30k and £45k per annum assuming this would be the potential 

Insight doesnt allow Steve to search for level of education or specific level of experience. He 
can search for ”B.Sc.” or ”M.Sc.” degrees but it filters out a lot of desirable results. 

box but he doesnt have a way to mention 

Steve can mention ”team working” but it also filters out lot of desirable job results where 

e performs the same search, but this time taking out ”Semantic Developer” from quick 
search box and putting it into the Job Title All words and Job Description All words 

jobs from Boston which is an area in Norfolk, 
however most of these jobs are for Boston in USA. Insight doesnt resolve the location 
ambiguity, when the names are same between UK and any other country or even within UK. 

the location as ”Boston, MA” or ”Boston, Massachusetts” 

He checks the statistics, the percentage of jobs appearing from different locations within 
Berkshire, different industry sectors, different categories and the sources of those adverts.  

He clicks on the advertisers, posting these adverts. However, he notices some of these 
advertisers are not getting correctly resolved to the backend company directory as Insight is 

a syntactic name match.  

He views all the jobs posted by each advertiser in different locations of its head office and site 
offices in a map widget, percentage of those jobs in different categories and so on.  

f this advertiser, the main industry sector of this 
advertiser, details of the key personnel. He visits the published company website and checks 

ed in yahoo picked up by 
insight. However lot of news articles are irrelevant as its just a keyword based search. For 
example, for an advertiser name ”Flex”, the keyword search has returned news articles related 

4 hours to finally get a good understanding of what this advertiser is 
doing and that they are involved in online publishing and they may be inclined to semantic 

He gets the contact address, phone and contact details of key employees etc.  
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• He calls the IT development manager of that company advertiser and informs him of 3 
potential candidates who can fill the role of a ”Semantic Developer” and arranges proable 
interview dates. 

• He calls the candidates, confirm if the dates are ok with t
manager. 

 

5.1.2 After CUBIST 
 
 

      

 

 

 

• Steve now performs a geo
postcode NR1 by specifying the exact radius, 50 miles.

• Steve performs searches by skills, qualification, job description or company information. He 
optionally queries for medium to high experience level programmars who have atleast 5 years 
experience in any object oriented language. He also selects the education criteria minimum at 
a Bachelor level. In addition he selects the mandatory criteria to have ”Semantic Developer” in 
the title or decription of the job advert. The system returns all jobs w
of experience in any of object oriented languages such Java, C++ etc. and which requires 
atleast a Bachelor degree.

• He further sets the criteria for high team working and communication ability. The system 
returns all relevant jobs even when keywords like ”team working” or ”communication” may not 
have appeared in job title or description. Rather, extraction of facts and sentiments from job 
description, measuring semantic adjacence of key phrases, encoding them in RDF and 

User Interface
Related Business Logic

Visual Analytics

FCA

RDF Repository

Company Web Crawling Framework
Job board Scraping Framew

Social Networks API
News Sites Crawler

RSS 
Feeds 
RSS 

Job 
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He calls the IT development manager of that company advertiser and informs him of 3 
potential candidates who can fill the role of a ”Semantic Developer” and arranges proable 

He calls the candidates, confirm if the dates are ok with them and inform the IT development 

                      
 

                        

                

Steve now performs a geo-spatial query for the jobs around Norwich city cent
postcode NR1 by specifying the exact radius, 50 miles. 

Steve performs searches by skills, qualification, job description or company information. He 
optionally queries for medium to high experience level programmars who have atleast 5 years 

ence in any object oriented language. He also selects the education criteria minimum at 
a Bachelor level. In addition he selects the mandatory criteria to have ”Semantic Developer” in 
the title or decription of the job advert. The system returns all jobs with that phrase, that level 
of experience in any of object oriented languages such Java, C++ etc. and which requires 
atleast a Bachelor degree. 

He further sets the criteria for high team working and communication ability. The system 
bs even when keywords like ”team working” or ”communication” may not 

have appeared in job title or description. Rather, extraction of facts and sentiments from job 
description, measuring semantic adjacence of key phrases, encoding them in RDF and 

User Interface 
Related Business Logic 

Visual Analytics 

FCA Framework 

RDF Repository 

Company Web Crawling Framework 
Job board Scraping Framework 

Social Networks API 
News Sites Crawler 

Company
Websites 

Semantic Translation Framework 
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Figure 23 – Insight Architecture After CUBIST 
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He calls the IT development manager of that company advertiser and informs him of 3 
potential candidates who can fill the role of a ”Semantic Developer” and arranges proable 

hem and inform the IT development 

                       

                         

 

 

   

              

spatial query for the jobs around Norwich city centre or the 

Steve performs searches by skills, qualification, job description or company information. He 
optionally queries for medium to high experience level programmars who have atleast 5 years 

ence in any object oriented language. He also selects the education criteria minimum at 
a Bachelor level. In addition he selects the mandatory criteria to have ”Semantic Developer” in 

ith that phrase, that level 
of experience in any of object oriented languages such Java, C++ etc. and which requires 

He further sets the criteria for high team working and communication ability. The system 
bs even when keywords like ”team working” or ”communication” may not 

have appeared in job title or description. Rather, extraction of facts and sentiments from job 
description, measuring semantic adjacence of key phrases, encoding them in RDF and 

User 

Decision Maker 

Account Manager 

Super Admin 

Client Organization 

Innovantage 

fter CUBIST  
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reasoning over them has enabled her to query the job and person specification at a much finer 
level. 

• He notices the location ambiguity is now resolved. There are some jobs from Boston, 
Linconshire, UK but Boston, USA jobs have been filtered out.

• He can additionally query for jobs from only those company advertisers who are in publishing 
industry but who also have shown recent inclination to move towards semantic web 
development. Such facts about companies may appear in the company websites, external 
news sources, social networking sites etc. and have helped to build the company background 
profile. FCA also enables 

• He can also searches for jobs by a multi level category hierarchy, ”IT and Internet 
Web”. The jobs are not classed to a particular category only by the title, or by a number of 
keyphrases within the text anymore. Rather, extraction of entities and facts by natural 
language patterns, sentiments etc is helping to identify the job categ

• He clicks on the job advertisers and notices they are now all getting correctly resolved to a 
company entity in the backend directory. The disambiguation algorithm is not just taking 
syntactic adjacense in names but the location adjacen
or profile adjacense.  

• He notices the company profile and facts picked up from social network sites are all relevant  
to this company. 

• He notices the news articles picked up from different news sites or company forum
relevant. He can select one or a set of those articles and query on those facts or view them 
using visual analytic widgets.

 

5.2 Account Manager and 

5.2.1 Before CUBIST 
 

• Sara, the account manager, arrives at Innovantage around 8:30 am.

• Mark, her manager, calls her about a newly signed in client organization at 8:45.

• Sara calls the decision maker of that client organization Bob at 9 am, to ask about his 
experience so far using Insight. Sara also helps Bob to get the users usage statistics a
the different users in Bob’s organization is using Insight.

• Bob sounds happy with the experience of Insight so far. He informs Sara about a particular 
role they are pursing. 

• Sara helps him select the right search criteria, in terms of location, job 
industry sector etc. 

• Sara helps Bob to enable certain jobboards and company websites and disable the rest 
inorder to focus his search.  
 

5.2.2 After CUBIST 
 

• Sara now helps Bob to perform his semantic search correctly.

• Sara helps Bob to enable certain external sources and disable the rest which ensures that 
facts extracted from those sources are not taken into account for queries or visual analytics
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over them has enabled her to query the job and person specification at a much finer 

He notices the location ambiguity is now resolved. There are some jobs from Boston, 
Linconshire, UK but Boston, USA jobs have been filtered out. 

query for jobs from only those company advertisers who are in publishing 
industry but who also have shown recent inclination to move towards semantic web 
development. Such facts about companies may appear in the company websites, external 

cial networking sites etc. and have helped to build the company background 
enables the system to discover new concepts within the 

He can also searches for jobs by a multi level category hierarchy, ”IT and Internet 
Web”. The jobs are not classed to a particular category only by the title, or by a number of 
keyphrases within the text anymore. Rather, extraction of entities and facts by natural 
language patterns, sentiments etc is helping to identify the job category more precisely.

He clicks on the job advertisers and notices they are now all getting correctly resolved to a 
company entity in the backend directory. The disambiguation algorithm is not just taking 
syntactic adjacense in names but the location adjacense by postcodes as well as the industry 

He notices the company profile and facts picked up from social network sites are all relevant  

He notices the news articles picked up from different news sites or company forum
relevant. He can select one or a set of those articles and query on those facts or view them 
using visual analytic widgets. 

Account Manager and Super Admin 

Sara, the account manager, arrives at Innovantage around 8:30 am. 

rk, her manager, calls her about a newly signed in client organization at 8:45.

Sara calls the decision maker of that client organization Bob at 9 am, to ask about his 
experience so far using Insight. Sara also helps Bob to get the users usage statistics a
the different users in Bob’s organization is using Insight. 

Bob sounds happy with the experience of Insight so far. He informs Sara about a particular 

Sara helps him select the right search criteria, in terms of location, job category, advertiser’s 

Sara helps Bob to enable certain jobboards and company websites and disable the rest 
inorder to focus his search.   

Sara now helps Bob to perform his semantic search correctly. 

to enable certain external sources and disable the rest which ensures that 
facts extracted from those sources are not taken into account for queries or visual analytics
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over them has enabled her to query the job and person specification at a much finer 

He notices the location ambiguity is now resolved. There are some jobs from Boston, 

query for jobs from only those company advertisers who are in publishing 
industry but who also have shown recent inclination to move towards semantic web 
development. Such facts about companies may appear in the company websites, external 

cial networking sites etc. and have helped to build the company background 
discover new concepts within the extracted facts. 

He can also searches for jobs by a multi level category hierarchy, ”IT and Internet -> Semantic 
Web”. The jobs are not classed to a particular category only by the title, or by a number of 
keyphrases within the text anymore. Rather, extraction of entities and facts by natural 

ory more precisely. 

He clicks on the job advertisers and notices they are now all getting correctly resolved to a 
company entity in the backend directory. The disambiguation algorithm is not just taking 

se by postcodes as well as the industry 

He notices the company profile and facts picked up from social network sites are all relevant  

He notices the news articles picked up from different news sites or company forums are all 
relevant. He can select one or a set of those articles and query on those facts or view them 

rk, her manager, calls her about a newly signed in client organization at 8:45. 

Sara calls the decision maker of that client organization Bob at 9 am, to ask about his 
experience so far using Insight. Sara also helps Bob to get the users usage statistics and how 

Bob sounds happy with the experience of Insight so far. He informs Sara about a particular 

category, advertiser’s 

Sara helps Bob to enable certain jobboards and company websites and disable the rest 

to enable certain external sources and disable the rest which ensures that 
facts extracted from those sources are not taken into account for queries or visual analytics. 
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6 Formal requirements

According to the Volere template adapted for CUBIST, Requirement
values 

Purpose – very high level 

Mandated – absolutely necessary;

Functional – what the product should do;

Data – what data (sources) are required;

Look and feel – appearance;

Usability and humanity –

Performance – response time, volumes of data to be handled, etc.;

Operational – partner with applications and platforms;

Maintainability and support 

Security – how should data integrity and safety be maintained;

Legal – standards system must adhere to.

 

Priority can be mandatory or desirable.

Rationale is a short justification of the requirement.

Fit Criterion is a measure to test if the solution matches the requirement.

Description is a short statement of the intention of the 

Requirement # is a unique id where the first letters are acronyms for the respective partner i.e. INN for 
Innovantage. 

 

Req. #: Req. Type: Priority
INN001 03. Functional 

Requirement 
1. mandatory

INN002 03. Functional 
Requirement 

1. mandatory

INN003 03. Functional 
Requirement 

1. mandatory

INN004 03. Functional 
Requirement 

1. mandatory

INN005 03. Functional 
Requirement 

1. mandatory

INN006 03. Functional 
Requirement 

2. desirable
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Formal requirements 

According to the Volere template adapted for CUBIST, Requirement Type can take on the following 

 

absolutely necessary; 

what the product should do; 

what data (sources) are required; 

appearance; 

– ergonomics;  

response time, volumes of data to be handled, etc.; 

partner with applications and platforms; 

Maintainability and support – how the product should be maintained; 

how should data integrity and safety be maintained; 

rds system must adhere to. 

Priority can be mandatory or desirable. 

Rationale is a short justification of the requirement. 

Fit Criterion is a measure to test if the solution matches the requirement. 

Description is a short statement of the intention of the requirement. 

Requirement # is a unique id where the first letters are acronyms for the respective partner i.e. INN for 

Priority Description: Rationale: 
1. mandatory use FCA to discover 

hidden relations within 
the data 

This is one of 
the objectives of 
the DoW. 

1. mandatory Produce  semantic 
visual analytic widgets 
for representation of 
data 

This is one of 
the objectives of 
the DoW. 

1. mandatory store existing and 
inferred data in an 
RDF store  

This is one of 
the objectives of 
the DoW. 

1. mandatory Rule based extraction 
and text mining of facts 
(skills, qualification, job 
description, company 
information etc.) from 
job descriptions in RDF 

job description 
contains 
detailed and 
important facts 
which need to 
be indexed and 
queried 

1. mandatory Radius job search to 
search for jobs around 
a town, county or 
postcode or part of a 
postcode by number of 
miles 

Location search 
with mere city or 
county name is 
not very useful 

2. desirable Multilevel job 
categorisation from 

Current job 
categorisation is 
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Type can take on the following 

Requirement # is a unique id where the first letters are acronyms for the respective partner i.e. INN for 

 Fit Criterion: 
This is one of 
the objectives of 

Test the use 
case prototypes 

This is one of 
ctives of 

Test the use 
case prototypes 

This is one of 
the objectives of 

query the RDF 
store 

job description 

detailed and 
important facts 
which need to 
be indexed and 

query relevant 
RDF graphs and 
test the usecase 
prototype 

Location search 
with mere city or 
county name is 

ful  

UAT testing with 
Innovantage 
sales team with 
a range of 
radius searches 

Current job 
categorisation is 

query relevant 
RDF graphs and 
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INN007 03. Functional 
Requirement 

2. desirable

INN008 03. Functional 
Requirement 

2. desirable

INN009 03. Functional 
Requirement 

2. desirable

INN010 03. Functional 
Requirement 

2. desirable

INN011 03. Functional 
Requirement 

2. desirable

INN012 02. Mandated 
Constraint 

1. man

INN013 08. Operational 
Requirement 

2. desirable

INN014 10. Security 
Requirement 

1. mandatory

INN015 07. Performance 
Requirement 

2. desirable
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text mining the job 
description, rule based 
or unsupervised and 
also supervised or 
learning from user 
feedbacks considering 
a feature set.  

based on a set 
of phrases and 
not very 
granular 

2. desirable Extraction of sentiment 
phrases within job 
description 

Sentiment 
phrases often 
contain 
important facts 
about the job 
which need to 
be indexed and 
queried 

2. desirable Extraction and Text 
mining recruitment 
facts and activities 
from financial news 
networks such as 
Google news, 
Bloomberg, Financial 
times, First 500, Best 
Places to Work etc. 

Presenting 
matched news 
articles over 
certain 
companies, 
extraction of 
facts and 
reasoning over 
them 

2. desirable Extraction and Text 
mining of facts about 
company profiles and 
news from social 
networks such as 
Twitter, Facebook  

social networks 
are highly 
popular and 
their client base 
is rapidly 
growing 
necessitating 
fact mining from 
them 

2. desirable Ability to subscribe to 
RSS feeds such as 
Onrec, Ukrecruiter, 
Google alerts etc. and 
Text mining of profiles 
and facts about 
companies from them 

Many breaking 
and recent 
company news 
appear first on 
them 

2. desirable Learning from user 
feedback for skills, 
qualification, job 
description, company 
information etc. within 
job description 

The user would 
be interested to 
participate in 
collaborative 
tagging 

1. mandatory Must be web based  Installing 
software in each 
users computer 
is not an option

2. desirable Works and looks 
similar with major 
browsers (with flash 
support).  No mobile 
browsers targeted 

Users use 
Firefox, Safari, 
Internet 
Explorer, 
Chrome 

1. mandatory Only system admin & 
developers have write 
access to data 

Data should not 
be changed 
anyone other 
than trusted 
admin 

2. desirable Most queries must 
have results displayed 
to user in less than 10 
seconds 

Web based 
interfaces need 
quick response 
times, or they 
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based on a set 
of phrases and 
not very 

test the usecase 
prototype 

phrases often 

important facts 
about the job 
which need to 
be indexed and 

query relevant 
RDF graphs and 
test the usecase 
prototype 

matched news 
articles over 

extraction of 
facts and 
reasoning over 

query relevant 
RDF graphs and 
test the usecase 
prototype 

social networks 
are highly 
popular and 

ir client base 
is rapidly 

necessitating 
fact mining from 

query relevant 
RDF graphs and 
test the usecase 
prototype 

Many breaking 
and recent 
company news 
appear first on 

query relevant 
RDF graphs and 
test the usecase 
prototype 

The user would 
be interested to 
participate in 
collaborative 

query relevant 
RDF graphs and 
test the usecase 
prototype 

software in each 
users computer 
is not an option 

Test with 
Innovantage 
sales team 

Users use 
Firefox, Safari, 

CUBIST looks 
the same in all 3 
browsers; works 
for 5 test 
queries. 

Data should not 
 by 

anyone other 
than trusted 

  

Web based 
interfaces need 
quick response 
times, or they 

Test with 
Innovantage 
sales team 
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INN016 05. Look and 
Feel 

2. desirable

INN017 05. Look and 
Feel 

2. desirable

INN018 03. Functional 
Requirement 

1. mandatory

INN019 03. Functional 
Requirement 

2. desirable
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appear to be 
broken 

2. desirable Look and Feel of the 
UI in general needs to 
be lively, funky which 
includes colour of the 
panels and fonts, font 
needs to be 
appropriate  

Should have a 
user friendly 
interface 

2. desirable Start page can have a 
basic search interface 
on left pane and 
current jobs on right 
pane, i.e. reed.co.uk.  

Should have a 
user friendly 
interface 

1. mandatory User should search 
and view job vacancies 
matching complicated 
criterions: Title of the 
job vacancy, 
Description, Advertiser, 
Location , Date posted, 
Sector, Source, Job 
category etc. Search is 
essentially conducted 
in the visual analytics 
frontend with drilling 
down functionalities 

core 
functionality in 
recruitment 

2. desirable Advertisers extracted 
from the job vacancy 
sources are to be 
matched with those 
from a Company 
directory and 
corresponding 
company results 
displayed i.e. The 
company details, jobs 
advertised by that 
company etc. 

users often 
interested in the 
advertiser 
background 
information 
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appear to be 

Should have a 
user friendly 

Test with 
Innovantage 
sales team 

Should have a 
user friendly 

Test with 
Innovantage 
sales team 

functionality in 
UAT testing with 
Innovantage 
sales team with 
a range of 
searches 
fulfilling various 
criteria 

users often 
interested in the 

UAT testing with 
Innovantage 
sales team with 
a range of 
searches 
fulfilling various 
criteria 


